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Under Rule of the Supreme Court 122, Appellant may not record court proceedings
without first notifying the Court. Appellee James Pendleton has requested a hearing on his

23
24 Injunction Against Harassment.

Although the Court has not yet ruled on the request, Mr.

25 Pendleton asks the Court to prevent Appellant from recording proceedings should a hearing be
26

granted. Without Court permission, Appellant recorded the municipal court hearing on Mr.

27
28 Pendleton's injunction and posted the recordings online to harass Mr. Pendleton.
29

1

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

2

Appellant has a history of surreptitiously recording proceedings and using them to harass

3

posted

the

recordings

on

his

harassment

website

Mr.

5

www.DesireeCapuano.com. Mr. Pendleton asks this Court to order Appellant not to record

6

Pendleton.

Appellant

4

hearings on Mr. Pendleton's Injunction Against Harassment.

7

8

According to Rule ofthe Supreme Court 122(a), use of recording devices to record court

9

proceedings is subject to limitations and requirements. A "proceeding" is "an event concerning a

10

court case that takes place in a court room." Rule of the Supreme Court 122(b)(7). A person may

11

12

use personal audio recorders during proceedings only if the person notifies the judge or the judge's

13

staff prior to using the device. Rule of the Supreme Court 122(h).

14

Either on his own motion or sustaining a party's objection, a judge may deny coverage

15
16

after making specific, on-the-record findings that there is a likelihood of harm arising from a list

17

of factors. Rule of the Supreme Court 122(d)( 1). These factors include: the impact of coverage

18

upon the right of any party to a fair hearing or trial; the impact of coverage upon the right of

19
20

privacy of any party, victim, or witness; the impact of coverage upon the safety and well-being of

21

any party, victim, witness, or juror; and any other factor affecting the administration of justice. !d.

22

Without advance notice or court approval, Appellant, appearing telephonically, recorded

23

24

the Sahuarita Municipal Court's hearing regarding Mr. Pendleton's Injunction Against

25

Harassment.

26

Appellant then posted audio excerpts of the hearing in a post titled "James

Pendleton's (and His Mommy's) Testimony at the Restraining Order Hearing." (Ex. 1.) In fact,

27
28

Appellant has posted every court document relating to Mr. Pendleton's Injunction Against

29

Harassment online, as well as a recording of the entire hearing. (Ex. 2.) In the post above,
2

1

2

Appellant included excerpts of Mr. Pendleton's and used them to mock Mr. Pendleton's bases for
the Injunction Against Harassment.

3
4
5

6

Appellant also used the audio clips to intimidate Mr. Pendleton indirectly by harassing Mr.
Pendleton's mother, Wendy Pendleton. Ms. Pendleton testified in support of Mr. Pendleton's
Injunction Against Harassment and said that she was concerned by the Appellant's frequent visits

7

8
9
10

to her Linkedin.com profile (so frequent that the Appellant was the most frequent visitor). She
testified that Appellant had no reason to visit her Linkedin profile. Ms. Pendleton also said she
was concerned enough by the Appellant's actions that she sought legal advice regarding the

11

12

13
14

Appellant's conduct.
On his website, Appellant made clear that he posted clips of the hearing to intimidate Mr.
Pendleton's mother as retaliation against Mr. Pendleton and his fiancee, Desiree Capuano:

15
16
17

18
19

20

Comment from the Editor: Let me start by saying, I've never met or had any dealings
with Miss Pendleton. I have no issue with her. As far as I know she's a fine person
and has done nothing wrong. So, you might wonder, if that's the case then why am
I publicly mocking her in this post? Well, she chose to get involved in the silly,
ongoing nonsense that is the drama between Desiree and Patrick [the Appellant].
By doing so, she opens herself up to critique and mockery.
(Ex. 1 at 2. Italics added.) On www.DesireeCapuano.com, the Appellant uses recordings of court

21

22
23
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proceedings to harass and intimidate anyone who speaks in support of Mr. Pendleton and Ms.
Capuano.
The Court should not allow the Appellant to mtsuse recordings of its proceedings.

25

26
27

28

Allowing Appellant to record future proceedings implicates several of the Rule 122(d) factors.
Appellant's likely misuse of the recording would pervert the purpose of the Injunction Against
Harassment, which is to prevent Appellant from harassing Mr. Pendleton. As he did with Ms.

29
3

1

Pendleton, Appellant would also likely use the recordings to intimidate any witnesses or other

2 participant in the hearing. Thus, allowing Appellant to record future proceedings would also
3
4

undermine this Court's administration of justice.

5

6

CONCLUSION
The excerpts of Appellant's website support Mr. Pendleton's objection to Appellant being

7
8
9
10
11
12

allowed to record proceedings.

Appellant's history shows that he would likely misuse the

recordings to further harass Mr. Pendleton. This Court should order the Appellant not to record
future proceedings in this matter.
Dated April _1Q_, 2016.
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Slogs
Search

Recent Posts
Any Moment Now My Son Could Vanish
2016-04-19
17 views I 1 comment
I Wonder What It Must be Like to be James
Pendleton
2016-04-17
63 views I 4 comments
The Time I Was Living in My Car, Had
Unprotected Sex with a Guy I Just Met, and
Didn't Shower for the Next 3 Days
2016-04-16
67 views I 0 comments
NBC Affiliate KVOA Tucson and Matthew
Schwartz Are Completely Full of Shit
2016-04-16
64 views 1 0 comments
Natalie Clancy and the CBC Are Kinda
PrettY Full a Shit
2016-04-15
79 views I 1 comment
Exposing My Kids to Brutal Domestic
Violence, And Loving It!
2016-04-12
109 views I 2 comments
You See? I Really Was a Stripper... and
Prostitute
2016-04-12
166 views I 11 comments
The Time I Tried To Sell My Baby
2016-04-09
97 vlows I 2 commoniD

Popular Posts
Of Anal Sex and Cooking Oil
2015-10-31
16,479 views 1 73 comments
My Ex-Husband Wants to Kill Mel Or, At
Least That's What I Keep Telling People
2016-02-13
7,395 views 1 63 comments
That Crazy CBC Story
2016-02-18
5,843 views
53 comments
Patrick's Sick Obsession with Desiree
Capuano
2015-12-17
4,886 views 1 46 comments
My Son's Opinion of This Website
2016-02-19
3,912 views I 64 comments
The Best Proof That I'm Lying About My
Ex-Husband Hiding Our Son From Me for 9
Years - My Own Sworn Testimony
2016-02-20
3,305 views 1 26 comments
Livin' the Dream (Getting a Man to Pay My
Way While I Sit Around and Get High All
Day)
2015-12-25
2,748 views I 8 comments
My Desperate Attempts to Get People to
Listen to Me
2016-02-11
2,644 views 1 21 comments
Doesn't It Really Seem I Just Want the
World's Sympathy
2016-02-18
2,614 views 1 40 comments
The Police Executed a Search Warrant on
My Home, Found Stolen Assault Rifle,
Meth and Marijuana
2·5 38 views I 3 comments
2015-12-19
All This Talk of Cyber-Bullying,
Harassment, Defamation, and "Revenge-

s;~~:_'~2_ 21

2 230 views 1 46 comments
'
The Irrefutable Proof That My Claims of

James Pendleton's (and His Mommy's) Testimony at the Restraining
Order Hearing
Jan 25, 2016 14:53 pm PDT
873 views I 5 comments
Perspective: Desiree
In the previous post I shared some of the highlights of my testimony at the Order of Protection hearing
against Patrick. Today we're going to listen to, and comment on, James' and his mother's testimony.
Those of you who like James and think him to be reasonably intelligent might want to stop here- else
your impression of him be tarnished. He seems to have a tendency to go off on rants and tangents that
have nothing at all to do with the topic at hand- a common trait of chronic marijuana users.

The First Requirement of Obtaining an Injunction Against Harassment:
Showing That There has Actually Been Harassment
Under Arizona law, in order for any given conduct to be
considered "harassment", it must be "directed at a specific
person". In other words, if the conduct in question Is, say, verbal
then you must be saying the allegedly harassing thing to the
person who is supposedly being harassed (for those that are
interested, see ARS §13-2921(E)). And in order to obtain an
Injunction Against Harassment the petitioner (James, in this
case) needs to show that there has been prior harassment.
The US Supreme Court has consistently held that public speech
(whether verbal or written), directed at the public- not at a
specific person -is protected by the First Amendment Free
Speech clause- even when the statements being made are
about a specific person and are potentially damaging or harmful
to that person's reputation_ Particularly when the purpose of the
speech is for the benefit of the community (for those that are
interested, see for example Organization for a Better Austin v.
Keefe).

'James A Pendleton, Jr.

By now we all know the primary motivation of this website is to inform 'the community" of the kind of
dangerous, untrustworthy, harmful person I am. The community, in this case, means my neighbors, coworkers, potential employers, creditors, and anyone else that might ever come into contact with me.
Therefore, ALL of the content on this site is, in fact, constitutionally protected under the First
Amendment.
In the case of a publicly accessible website (such as this one), the supposedly "harassed" person must
deliberately go to the site in order to read what is being said. A person simply cannot claim harassment
when they are the one always initiating the contact- it just doesn't work that way.
So now that you have ail that wonderful legal background, iet's give a iisten:

0:20
Say what?!?!? I know what you're thinking: If harassment means "conduct that is directed at a specific
person ... ", then how can a person who has NEVER had ANY contact with the other person claim that
other person has harassed them? Ah, the joy of the municipal courts!
Let's continue, shall we? What follows is James' paranoid rant about Patrick "surveilling" him. He goes
on about how Patrick surveilled him by going to his Linkedln profile- a public profile which he,
personally, put on the Internet. He tries to explain, in some detail, how Patrick was able to gather
information about him -information which, I should point out, Patrick is entitled to since Patrick's child is
living in his home.

8:29
It should be pointed out, James states Patrick said he could not possibly be held responsible if anyone
broke into James' house and caused harm to anyone in James' household_ But what was actually said
was:
_

I'

op~nly

have considered wl!et/!er publishing the address of an
racist, antRatino, who happens
to be physically present at the same flouse which my son ts also physicf!liiY present at and.
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24 comments
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1,903 views

I 6 comments
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1,714 views 1 5 comments
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after careful consideration, have concluded if such an event as angry Mexicans showing up to
&xpress lh91r discontent will! you and your white supfflmisl beliefs were to occur. Ihe focus of
their alieni/on would be you- not our son. The Latino people are, generally, honorable and
would not harm an innocent child if they had issues with the child's misguided mother. So, no, I
don't believe [our son] would be put in any danger by publishing your address.

For those that are interested, you can view the actual, original email at this link. Isn't it funny how stupid
people only hear what they want to hear?
James mentions Pal.rick had reposted his resume "in an effort to discredit him". Is he suggested that by
being publicly associated with me he Is being "discredited"? I would agree, that seems a logical
inference.
He also seems Ia have completely misunderstood Patrick's domain registrar's response to his whining
about this site. They're email to Patrick, which as James paints out Patrick immediately posted on this
site, was simply saying Patrick hasn't done anything wrong and it's not their problem so deal with it
yourself.
Pay particular attention to James' mocking tone at 7:56. when he says • .• .In complete violation of his
right to free speech .. .". Bit of smugness there In his misunderstanding of constitutional law, if I do say.
You might notice: even though James seems to think this websile Is Illegal and is violating his rights In
some way. he has been completely unable to get anyone to do anything about if. Yet he, /Ike myself, will
keep telling himself, and everyone else, Ihat Patrick Is breaking the law and the courts just aren't fair to
them.
As for all of James' remarks about Patrick's Intention to continue his "harassment• of him via this
website: Patrick openly admits it! Patrick has no intention of taking down this website. He's not breaking
any laws and he's not violating anyone's rights .. .some might say Patrick's even providing a valuable
public service to mine and James' neighbors- Wouldn't you want to know if drug addicts were living
nexl door to you, decreasing your property values?
I find It particularly Interesting that James c loses by saying he could go on but tte won'! waste the court's
time. Wasn't this ent ire proceeding was\lng the court's lime? What exactly has he accomplished by
obtaining an Injunction Against Harassment against Patrick? By his own admission. they've never had
contact before and Patrick has no Interes t In having contact with him in the future; James' primary goal
is to get this website taken down - which he has failed, miserably, at doing, and which no court would
ever try to enforce; Patrick can't go to t\is place of residence. but Patrick lives 1,700 miles away (and
according to me and James, Patrick has been deported and cannot return to the US, anyway). So, In the
end, how has his pellllon for. an Injunction Against Harassment; the subsequent contested hearing; and
now the appeal which Is In the Superior Court, not been a ridiculous waste of the court's time?

Wendy Pendleton's (James' Mother) Testimony
[Cornrnent rrorn I he Ed®r: Let rne start by silying. I've never lf'ftt or hMd ny del:llingSwfth Min PondtlftOrl. l have nu iss"e
with her. As far as I )trww ! he's a fin a person and has done nolhlnO VJNOO So, you rriQht \YOnder, if lhut'alh «t c:• than why
am I publicly macking her in lhis posl7 Well , sh e cftos:& lo get invotvari n li'HI silly, ongoing nonsense th~l lt tho dr11ma
between Dcsitee: an d Patrick. By doing 50, she opons herself up to critique and mockery.]

Let's hear what she had to sfly :
3:4(\

( '·
I

Firnt, we get a further glimpse of James' complete lack of underntandlng of constitutional law. I refer to
the right to face one's accusers - the "confrontation clause" of the Sixth Amendment.
The crux of Wendy Pendleton's testimony was that Patrick had viewed her Linkedln profile. back in July
2015. Tllat's It! Nothing rnore! According to her it was suspicious that Patrick would view her public
profile because, apparently, Patrick would have ·no reason to·. Does she not understand what ·public"
means? Does she consider it unreasonable for a parent to research and Investigate the people who will
be "caring fo( their child? Particularly. In a case like me, who has a history of being with tweakers like
Kristopher Lauchner and wife beaters like Michael Capuano?
And. based on James' questioning, It would seem that he also considers it "unreasonabfe" for a person to
view a stranger's public Unkedln profile. You know what I'm doing right now? This very moment? I'm on
Unkedln, randomly viewing lhe promes or people I've never heard ofl You know why? Because they're
public profiles! Public, you fucking morons! If you don't want strangers looking at your profile then don't
make your profile public! I swear. the world is full of fucking idiots!

James' Questioning of Patrick
So, you've read this far, now let's get to the real heart of the matter. James' examination of Patrick.

4:29
Notice, James jumps right into questions about possible copyright infringement? Wnatthe hell does
copyright infringement have to do with his allegation of harassment? And where did he get the ridiculous
Idea that you can copyright a resume? Most of his questions were clearly objectionable, for lack of
relevance, but at that point Patrick already knew the case was in the bag based on the clear failure to
show that any harassment had actually been committed, so Patrick let him go down that road. If for no
other reason than to get a good laugh afterword and to share his foolishness wllh the world.
From very early in the hearing, the judge had completely misconstrued the definition of "harassment", to
include public statements and statements made to third parties. Also, the moment the judge admitted
!hat she had no authority to issue the order of protection but would go ahead with the hearing anyway,
Patrick knew the entire hearing was going to be a farce. At that moment, she basically guaranteed the
case would be overturned on appeal.
http://www.desireecapuano.com/blogs/james-pendletons-and-his-mommys-testimony-at-the-restraining-order-hearing/
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The damn fool (James) actually refers to his resume as "intellectual property"! Come on, nobody can be
that stupid! Look up the definition of "intellectual property" before you try to argue it in court, for Christ's
sake.
And God damn "selfies"? Jesus Christ, you 're kidding me! He's trying to claim that the selfles he took of
himself and posted to his Facebook and Unkedln pages are his "intellectual property"! Ah, my God, is
there any bottom to this clown's Idiocy? Dude! For real , if you thi nk Pal rick infringed on your copyrights
then file a claim with the copyright office or fil e a civil action - this Is a fucking Injunction Against
Harassment hearing -try to stay focused, ya fuckin' pothead!
But the absolute best part, the part we all got a good chuckle about, is from 1:40 through 2:26. James
asks, Patrick, if he would not feel harassed by a website like this then why did he (Patrick) redact his
name from the copies of the Order of Protection and the Injunction Against Harassment which he posted
on this website? And why does he expressly not put his, or his son's names on this website? I love it!
Patrick tells him in all frankness and candidness, it's because he Is embarrassed and ashamed that he
would have been involved with someone like Desiree. Ah, motherfuckin' snap! What followed was a
dead silence that seems to last an hour. I could just imagine his face, being told on the record, in a court
hearing, that his current girlfriend's ex-husband Is ashamed and embarrassed that he ever slummed it
slow low as to fuck something that nasty and trashy! The same skanky, nasty bitch he's been sticking
his johnson in the past couple of years . Ouch, I say! Ouch, indeed.
Well, there was no more cockiness after thatl Just stuttering and stammering. Uh-uh-uh .. .whfll's the
matter James ? Hurt your feeli ngs? Shattered that perception you had that you were banging a "hot
chick"? Come on, dude! I'm in my mid thirties and I've lucked more strangers than both you and Patrick
combined. Patrick was with me when I was 19 to 21, before I had 2 kids and started sagging. Face the
reality, James, I've been ridden hard and often and what you got is very sloppy seconds .. .very, very
sloppy.
Take a moment, and go back to 2:07 and listen to the next few seconds again. Notice when Patrick says
"Because I feel embarrassed and ashamed .. .", James says, in the background "You should!". If only he
knew what was coming out of Patrick's mouth in the next fraction of a second! Oh, he shut the tuck up
quick when he heard where Patrick was going! Oh that poor, dumb Iucker.
Everything after that Is James' failed altempts to try to save even the smallest sliver of hls self esteem.
I hate to say it, because I really have nothing against the guy, but he was fuckin' BITCH smacked! And,
as II all or that Isn't bad enough, now Patrick's gone and posted it on the Internet for James' co-workers,
family, friends, and every future potential girlfriend or hook-up to hear. Oh, that poor, pathetic bastard.

And with that, dear readers, I shall take my leave. Until next time ...

Previous Post:
Highlights from My Order of Protection
Hearing

Next Post:
More Proof of Desiree's and James'
Stupidity

5 Responses to James Pendleton's (and His Mommy's) Testimony at
the Restraining Order Hearing
1. V

; Realist says:
at 9:27 pm

2016~2-19

Since when does smoking some pot make you a drug addict? If that's the case, you live in a province full
of them, lol. That post was totally nasty. Leave the poor guy and your ex alone and stop being so jealous.
I've read enough of this nonsense. I stopped dating a year ago because a lot of the men I met were
broken, bitter, resentful, suspicious, cling on looners who were just too much trouble to deal with. Not as
extreme as you are, but after a while, you get tired of listening to them rail on about their exes and then
freak out when you don't want to see them anymore ... GET HELP
Reply

Patrick Fox says:
at 9:33pm

2016~2-19

Pot is a drug. It alters your mood and behavior and impairs your motor skills and judgement. If a
person requires the consumption of pot in order to function in day to day life, then they are a drug
addict. How is that not clear'?
Also, our good friend Desiree has been known to do a little meth when she thinks no one is watching.
Reply

2.

, Noyfb says:
at 10:44 pm

2016~2-19

Canada & the USA are both on their way to deregulate Marijauna & legalize it. So you can stop using that
as a reason she a drug addict. Just because you say someone uses Meth doesn't make it the truth,
however even if it were it's still pathetically disgusting to post it on a website to discredit an ex. It's been 5
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years it's seriously time to seek help, therapy, cut the cord & move on. At this point no sane judge in his
right mind will give you custody of your son. You're just digging your hole deeper & deeper. Stop
embarrassing Canadians ..

Reply
Patrick Fox says :

2016-02-19 at 10:52 pm
On the issue of addiction it is not relevant whether the substance is legal or not. A person who is
addicted to alcohol is not breaking any laws by drinking vodka for breakfast, but that certainly means
he should not be raising children. An oxycodone junkie is no less a junkie just because a doctor is
prescribing the pills for him.
What's more, marijuana may be on the way to being legal but as of this point it's still illegal. And
what that shows the children is that it's okay to break the law.

Reply

3.

..

t.!

i'

i Noyfb says:

2016.{12-19 at 11:12 pm
Semantics on Marijuana. You're clearly addicted to revenge & slander & this website. It's pretty obvious
the high you are getting from the thrill of hurting your ex . So far you make it seem like it is legal. But is it
really? Getting away with it once doesn't mean you will again. Does this mean you as an addict to revenge
& hate should be allowed to bring up an innocent child? It is obviously altering your mind because a sane
mature human would not behave this way. The point is honey we all have skeletons & crosses we have
had & are bearing. Who decided you are a God & has the right to destroy someone else's life? Even if she
did say you were a bcrder jumper who re-entered after leaving do two wrongs make a right? You were
there illegally by your own admission. Man up & take responsibility. If she created a website to destroy
your life you'd be damn sure I'd be saying the same words to her. Smoking a bit of marijuana will not harm
anyone. And I hate the smell & stuff but seriously your reaching now. What you are doing is no better even
if it is the truth. You beth need to be quiet & take it private & do what's best for the child. You're clearly not
listening to what is between the lines & what your son is really saying & feeling when he says he doesn't
care or doesn't give a shit. Thankfully he has interests like drama & piano to escape in.

Reply

Leave a Reply
Your email address will not be published. Required fields are marked *
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This site was created and is maintained by the Immediate family and/or dose personal friends of Desiree Capuano, wilh significant input and contrlbuUons from the community.
All information published on this website is true and accurate to lhe best of I he knowledge and ability of the site malntainers. Any error of fact should be reported to lhe maintainer, and corrective
action will be immediately applied.

Any comments or narratives published on this website, which are wr!Uon in tho rnt person, from the perspective of Desiree Capuano are not, in fact, written by Desiree Capuano. Nevertheless, all
statements rna.de as such are known to be true and oorred - regardless of whnl Desiree may tell you.
If you notice any Inaccuracies on this website, or just want to share your thoughts, feel free to inform me at patrick@desireecapuano.com and I will address them as soon as possible.
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Restraining Orders Against Patrick
This page contains all the bullshit relating to mine and James Pendleton's restraining orders against
Patrick.
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The Time I Tried To Sell My Baby
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2016-04-09

viows
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2 comments

2015-12-21 Patrick
2016-02-10 Patrick

Popular Posts
Of Anal Sex and Cooking Oil
2015-10-31
16,479 views I 73 comments
My Ex-Husband Wants to Kill Me! Or, At
Least That's What I Keep Telling People
2016-02·13

7,395 views

I

63 comments

That Crazy CBC Story
2016-02-18

5,843 views 1 53 comments

Patrick's Sick Obsession with Desiree
Capuano
2015-12-17
4,886 views I 46 comments
My Son's Opinion of This Website
2016-02-19

3,912 views

I

I

2,748 views

2016-03-24 Desiree

64 comments

The Best Proof That I'm Lying About My
Ex-Husband Hiding Our Son From Me for 9
Years- My Own Sworn Testimony
2016-02-20
3,306 views I 26 comments
Livin' the Dream (Getting a Man to Pay My
Way While I Sit Around and Get High All
Day)
2015-12-25

2016-03-23 Desiree

2016-03-24 Desiree

2016-03-29 Desiree

8 comments

My Desperate Attempts to Get People to
Listen to Me
2016-02-11

2,644 views

I

21 comments

Doesn't It Really Seem I Just Want the
World's Sympathy
2016-02-18
2,614 views I 40 comments
The Police Executed a Search Warrant on
My Home, Found Stolen Assault Rifle,
Meth and Marijuana
2015-12· 19
2,538 views I 3 comments
All This Talk of Cyber-Bullying,
Harassment, Defamation, and "RevengeSites"
2016-02-21

2,230 views

I

46 comments

The Irrefutable Proof That My Claims of
Being Afraid for My Safety Are Bullshit
http://www.desireecapuano.com~egal/cv2015-00024_25/

2016-04-05 Patrick

Description
Comments
Petition for Order of Desiree's petition, falsely alleging Patrick had
Protection~
threatened to shoot her.
Order of Protection Even though Desiree didn't provide any evidence
of her allegations, the court still issued the order.
"!l
Request for Hearing
~
Audio Recording of This is a recording of the entire hearing. Note: This
Hearing Ill
is the same audio as the one for James' case.
Transcript of
Note: This is the same transcript as the one for
Hearing~
James' case because they were heard together.
Order '!l
The court's order keeping the previous order in
place and adding a Notice of Positive Brady
Indicator (firearm prohibition). The order only
prohibits Patrick from contacting Desiree, and
from possessing firearms within the US. It does
not prohibit Patrick from continuing to publish
information about Desiree on this website, and it
doesn't affect Patrick's firearm possession outside
the US.
Notice of Appeal~
Appeal
Based on the Municipal Court not having
Memorandum ~
jurisdiction to issue the order of protection; the
court incorrectly applying the statutory definition of
"harassment" because there was already a
pending family matter before the Superior Court;
and the court using public, constitutionally
protected speech as a basis for a finding of prior
harassment.
Notice of
Desiree retained a hack attorney to delay the
Appearance~
appeal process.
Amended Notice of From the first day, Desiree's new attorney is
Appearance~
already making mistakes and having to re-file
documents.
Motion to Correct
Motion to add "evidence" to the appeal record.
This is an entirely frivolous motion, likely just to
or Modify the
Record on Appeal
delay the appeal process . Desiree is now claiming
she had the "evidence" with her at the hearing but
~
just didn't submit it.
Desiree's responsive appeal brief. She argues that
Appellee's
the content of the website constitutes harassment,
Responsive
even though the contents and statements were not
Memorandum~
made to her. Her attorney actually changes the
wording of relevant statutes in order to make them
fit his arguments, e.g. substituting the term
"action" with "matte~' in the A.R.S § 13-3602(P). A
desperate ploy by a hack attorney - typical for
Arizona attorneys, though.
Response to Motion Opposing to the motion to add evidence to the
to Modify the
appeal record, based essentially on the "evidence"
Record on Appeal
not really being relevant to Desiree's case, and an
appeal not being the appropriate venue to seek to
~
have evidence considered.

James' Injunction Against Harassment
Date

j Filed By j

Description

Comments
1/2

4/20{2016
'
'
2016-02-18

Restrai.

Jrders Against Patrick· Desiree Capuano (nee Tomlin): S.

2,222 views I 24 comments

2015-07-23 James

And So Just What Have I Accomplished by
Going to the Media?
2016-02-24

1,903 views I 6 comments

And Yet More Proof I'm Lying to You About
My Ex-Husband Hiding Our Child· My
Letters
2016-02-22

1,852 views

I 8 comments

Highlights from My Order of Protection
Hearing
2016-01-17

1,714 views

I 5 comments

Desiree Capuano
250 E. Placita Lago Del Mago
Sahuarita, AZ
85629
Tel : 520-288-8200
desi ree. capuano@gmai l.com

2015-07-23 Court

2015-12-03 Patrick
2015-12-16
201 5-12-16

Petition for
Injunction A!lt,inst
Harassment ~
Injunction A~ainst
Harassment ~
Request for Hearing
~
Audio Recording of
Hearing II
Transcript of
Hearing~

2015-12-16 Court

Order~

2015-12-21 Patrick
2016-02-10 Patrick

Notice of Appeal 'l:
Appeal
Memorandum '!;

2016-03-23 James
2016-03-24 James
2016-03-24 James

2016-03-29 James

2016-04-05 Patrick

$,

Druggie, Sociopath

James' petition, alleging Patrick had been
"harassing" him by publicly speaking about him •
though. not actually to him.
Even though James didn't allege Patrick had ever
had any contact with him, the court actually
issued the injunction.

This is a recording of the entire hearing. Note: This
is the same audio as the one for Desiree's case.
Note: This is the same transc ript as the one for
Desi ree's case because they were heard together.
The court's order keeping the previous order in
place. The order only prohibits Patrick from
contacting James or going "nea~· James'
residence. It does not prohibit Patrick from
continuing to publish information about James on
this website.

Based, primarily, on the James admission that he
and Patrick have never actually had any contact
(which is a necessary requirement of
"harassment"); the court incorrectly applying the
statutory definition to include public statements
made about James. but not to him.
James retained an apparently incompetent
Notice of
attorney to delay the appeal process.
Appearance"'
Amended Notice of From the first day, James' new attorney is already
Appearance ~
making mistakes and having to re-file documents.
Motion to add "evidence" to the appeal record.
Motion to Correct
This is an entirely frivolous motion, likely just to
or Modify the
Record on Appeal
delay the appeal process. All of the supposed
"evidence" that is being requested to be added to
~
the record pertains only to Desiree's case, not
James', so this entire motion is irrelevant to
James' case.
James' responsive appeal brief. He's trying to
Appellee's
argue that the passive content of the website
Res ponsive
M emo ran dum~
constitutes harassment - even though there has
never been any contact between him and Patrick.
Response to Motion Opposition to the motion to add evidence to the
appeal record, essentially based on the lack of
to Modify the
relevance any of the supposed "evidence" has to
Record on Appeal
James' case.
~

This site was created and is maintained by the immediate family and/or close personal friends of Desiree Capuano, with significant input and contributions from the community.
AU lnformalion published on this website is true and accurate to the best of the knowledge and ability of the site maintalners. Any error of fact should be reported to the maintainer, and correclive
action will be Immediately applied.
Any comments or narralives published on this website, which are written in the first person, from the perspective of Desiree Capuano are nat, in fact, written by Desiree Capuano. Nevertheless, all
statements made as such are known to be true and correct- regardless of what Desiree may tell you .
If you notice any inaccuracies on this website, or just want to share your thoughts, feel free to inform me at patrick@desireecapuano.comand I will address them as soon as possible.

http://www.desi reecapuano.com/legal/cv2015-00024_25/
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